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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the arising communication patterns on social media,
and in particular the series of events happening for a single user. While the distribution
of inter-event times is often assimilated to power-law density functions, a debate persists
on the nature of an underlying model that explains the observed distribution. In the
present, we propose an intuitive explanation to understand the observed dependence
of subsequent waiting times. Our contribution is twofold. The first idea consists of
separating the short waiting times – out of scope for power-law distributions – from
the long ones. The model is further enhanced by introducing a two-state Markovian
process to incorporate memory.
1 Introduction
One of the popular research topics on networked humanity is to understand how people
interact and communicate [1]. Scholars investigated the arising communication patterns,
and in particular the series of events happening for a single user. The distribution of waiting
times separating two consecutive events – also denoted by the inter-event distribution –
is often found to have a density fitting a power-law function [2, 3, 4]. There are studies
concerning other distributions, for instance about fitting the Weibull distribution for call
patterns [5]. Currently we stay with power-law densities as reference for the online activities
being analyzed. Also a debate persists on the nature of an underlying model that explains the
observed distribution, and whether the model should incorporate an inter-event dependence.
In this paper, we aim to target these questions by focusing on social media activities. We
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investigate a Markovian process to model the memory effect observed in inter-event online
activities.
The importance of understanding communication patterns has already been recognized
as a proxy for inferring information on the user, for example, on their social group [6] or
gender [2, 7]. Similarly, analyzing airtime credit purchase patterns lead to derive social
indicators that would otherwise be extremely costly to find using classical methods based on
census [8]. Communication patterns are not only important for inference and for extracting
information. It has been shown that they have a very strong effect on the actual dynamics
of the network. On one hand, they determine the way as information [9] or diseases [10, 11]
spread over the network. Moreover, the robustness of network connectivity has been found
to be reinforced thanks to the waiting time distribution observed [12].
One way to represent such structures is to take a snapshot of the communication within
a time window and evaluate the events that occurred in a static way. Alternatively, we
may view the communications as a process evolving in time. For example, in the case of
a homogeneous Poisson process where events happen uniformly and independently over a
time period, we can describe the sequence of events as a process evolving in time with
independent exponential waiting times. For human communication, it is not considered as
a homogeneous process, instead, a bursting behavior has been observed. This has been
translated as independent waiting times following a power-law distribution [3, 4], which
roughly means that the density of the waiting time τ decreases as τ−γ for some γ > 1.
Scholars have looked into intuitive models that may explain the heavy-tailed distribution
observed for human activity patterns. In an early work, Baraba´si [13] draws a parallel
between human decisions and queueing theory in order to explain the observed inter-event
time distribution. The paper describes human activities as a list of tasks associated with
different priority levels. By discussing the variability of the task queue length, the author
assumes the existence of two universality classes, corresponding either to a power-law with
coefficient γ ≈ 1 (fixed queue length) or γ ≈ 1.5 (variable queue length). Other studies tend
to provide alternative explanations to the heavy-tailed distribution for human activities that
does not fall into the category of the task-based approach [14, 15]. They propose interest-
driven models which depict how the activity level is related to the power-law exponent γ.
Research has been done on the various features having effect on the waiting times. It is
clear that human activities are subject to the effect of circadian and weekly cycles, which
can be integrated in cascading Poisson processes [16]. There is a memory effect present in
human dynamics, which is, however, much more subtle than the inherent strong memory in
natural phenomena [17]. Nonetheless, it has been shown that people modify their activity
rate based on perceived information concerning their past activity pattern [18]. The queuing
theory analogy [13] also introduces an implicit dependence for processes structured as the
arrival and completion of tasks.
However, these approaches have two major drawbacks. First, when investigating online
activities, we observe a clear dependence between pairs of consecutive activities. The current
models do not incorporate those dependences. For instance, Vazques [18] considers a long
memory of an initial state but disregards the effects of later events. The second drawback
results from a more theoretical consideration about the use of power-law distributions in the
modeling of inter-event times. In principle, a power-law distribution can be used only on an
interval bounded away from 0. Therefore when fitting the waiting times a cutting parameter
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has to be chosen. A high cutting value discards useful data samples while a lower value leads
to a biased estimation of the power-law exponent [3]. This already shows that there is a
need to handle separately the shorter and longer inter-events times.
The purpose of the present paper is to integrate the dependence of consecutive waiting
times into the power-law model. One can observe that social media behavior is character-
ized by periods of intensive activities separated by longer periods of inactivity. Initially,
we propose an intuitive explanation to understand the observed dependence of subsequent
waiting times. This leads us to create a model to incorporate memory. Our contribution
is twofold. The first idea consists of separating the short waiting times – out of scope for
power-law distributions – from the long ones. The model is further enhanced by introducing
a two-state Markovian process to incorporate memory. Both contributions show a significant
improvement for modeling commenting events on Twitter and Reddit.
2 Data gathering
This study aims to investigate the temporal patterns of online human activities. We focus
our work on two popular social media: the social network Twitter and the news aggregator
Reddit. We gathered data in a 6-month period, between April 1, 2016 and September 30,
2016. Clearly the night period is misleading, as it gives an extreme long waiting time
corresponding to sleeping. Therefore, for each user, we cut the series of events into daily
blocks and treat them separately. In each block, we also discard events generated outside
the range 8h− 22h. This could introduce a slight bias towards shorter times but is a simple
and robust way of filtering out the circadian rhythm. Only users who have at least 1000
activities during the data collection period are kept for the analysis. We should acknowledge
that this filtering condition substantially reduces the sample size and targets only strongly
active members, exact numbers are reported below for the two platforms. It is nonetheless
required to guarantee enough waiting samples per user.
We finally compute the elapsed time between all subsequent pairs of events for each
“user/day” couple. This gives us multiple sequences of inter-event times (T1, T2, ..., Tn).
As no event occurs at the same time and since the time-stamps are measured in seconds, all
inter-event times verify Ti ≥ 1. An aggregated plot of all inter-event times for all users can
be seen on Figure 1 to give an overview.
Twitter posts The social network Twitter allows members to post short messages to the
whole community. Each post is limited to 140 character content, which makes Twitter a fast
interface for transferring short snippets of information. The website provides free access to
tweets through the Twitter REST API. We extracted a total of n = 4796 geotagged and
highly active users, tweeting from 9 different countries1. These users have been generated
by aggregating the followers of the 100 most followed accounts for each country2. Due to
the Rate Limits imposed by the Twitter REST API, we were only able to handle a small
random sample (' 1%) of the total number of accounts (> 108), from which we discarded
1The 9 countries are : France, Spain, Belgium, Italy, Germany, Portugal, United Kingdom, Netherlands
and Canada
2These accounts were obtained from http://twittercounter.com/ on October 10, 2016
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users without geolocalisation or generating less than 1000 tweets or retweets in the period
of study.
Reddit comments Reddit is a website that allows members to submit links or textual
content to the community that in turn react with public votes or comments. One of the
major differences with Twitter is that Reddit is subdivided in specific categories, called
subreddits. This makes Reddit a news and information aggregator.
The Reddit events are recovered from a publicly available database regrouping about
1.7 billion comments published from January 2005 to December 2016. All comments and
associated time-stamps are accessible through the Google webservice BigQuery3. In total, the
analysis counts n = 3081 Reddit users which passed the 1000 comments filtering restriction.
(a) Twitter (b) Reddit
Figure 1: The heavy-tailed distribution of inter-event times for the Twitter and Reddit
datasets. The Twitter plot displays a noisy behavior at the values Ti = 1800 sec (30 min)
and Ti = 3600 sec (1 h), which is suspected to be generated by fake users (bots).
3 A Markovian approach to incorporate memory
In the following, we are interested in modeling the sequences (T1, T2, ..., Tn) of inter-event
times. In this section we propose a stochastic model that incorporates memory for posting
events generated on social media. Starting from exploratory observations on the series of
waiting times, we provide an intuitive explanation in terms of a simple two-state Markov
chain process. We finally explain the observed waiting times as generated by a time homo-
geneous Markov Chain with continuous state space.
3Tables are available at https://bigquery.cloud.google.com/table/fh-bigquery:reddit_
comments.2015_05
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3.1 Empirical observations of time dependence
We start our analysis by defining a variable – the threshold time tthres – that splits the
waiting times into 2 categories. The short waiting times are those who satisfy the inequality
Ti < tthres, whereas the long waiting times correspond to the case Ti ≥ tthres.
We question the independence assumption of waiting times for the following reason.
When looking at the sequences of waiting times, we observe that short waiting times are
usually more likely to be followed by other short waiting times than what is predicted by an
independent process.
We formalize this by fixing arbitrary threshold values and by counting the number of
occurrences of two subsequent short waiting times. We compare these occurrences with
what the standard independent model would suggest. We define the ratio
r =
pSS
pS · pS
where pS represents the probability of generating a short waiting time and pSS the probability
of generating two consecutive short waiting times. For independent waiting times, the ratio
r would be exactly 1 in theory and near 1 statistically. The resulting histogram (Figure 2)
displays ratios well above 1 for most users. This is verified for both datasets and for arbitrary
threshold values, which reinforces our intuition concerning the time dependence. Note that
asymptotically the probability of short waiting times converges to 1 when the threshold time
grows to infinity. This explains the reduction of ratio its variance with increasing values of
tthres.
30 sec 1 min 5 min 10 min
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(b) Reddit
Figure 2: Illustration of dependence between two successive inter-waiting times
3.2 A two-state interpretation
Users only generate events when they are connected on the social website and interested
in communicating or reacting about a specific topic. One may think that knowing the
last waiting time of a specific user could give us a hint about whether they will be again
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corresponding or tweeting in the near future. This activity property will be recorded by
Xi. When a user generates events separated by a short waiting time (Xi = S), we say that
the user was in an intensive state during the inter-event time. Analogously, the user is
considered as an occasional commenter during long waiting time (Xi = L). An example of
successive occasional and intensive states is given in Figure 3.
timeT1
2 min
T2
3 min
T3
30 s
T4
45 s
T5
2 min
occasional occasional intensive occasional
Figure 3: Occasional and intensive states for a user that generates 6 arbitrar subsequent
events. The threshold is set to 1 min for this particular example. Short waiting times are
displayed in red and long waiting times are displayed in blue.
The choice of this structure has a twofold reason. First, using this one bit property
Xi allows us to introduce a simple dependence structure, as will be described just below.
Second, we plan to use a power-law distribution with density proportional to τ−γ for some
γ > 1. This can be used only on an interval bounded away from 0 if we want to make it
well defined. Using this distribution only for long waiting times makes the model satisfy this
constraint.
The key point of the model is the dependence structure we propose. We assume that
the distribution at index i depends on the type Xi−1 of the previous waiting time, but
conditionally independent from anything else before. This 1-step memory system is displayed
at Figure 4.
occasional
short
intensive
long
pS|S
pL|S
pL|L
pS|L
Figure 4: Illustration of the underlying Markov-chain behind the waiting time distribution
Therefore we have a transition probability matrix for the type Xi :
P =
(
pS|S pS|L
pL|S pL|L
)
.
Here pS|L = P (Xi+1 = S|Xi = L) stands for the probability of observing a short waiting
time after a long one for a specific user. Similar reasoning applies to the other entries of
matrix P , from which we can calculate pS = P (Xi = S) and pL = P (Xi = L), the overall
probabilities of having short or long waiting times. Observe that given pS|S and pS for a
specific user, we can compute all other probabilities concerning the process Xi.
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3.3 Markovian process formalization
We now incorporate probability density functions to model the variables Ti that are defined in
a continuous state space. By focusing first on the long inter-event times, we denote by stand-
by waiting times the variables Ti > tthres that follow an occasional state Xi = L. Similarly,
we refer to long waiting times that appear after intensive states Xi = S as transition waiting
times. We now introduce respectively the functions ρ|L and ρ|S as the density functions
for the stand-by and transition waiting times. The motivation for considering two different
densities is detailed at Section 5. We note that the density might be different after a short
and after a long waiting time. For these densities, we consider power-law distributions,
giving them the form
ρ|S(t) =

γS−1
tthres
(
t
tthres
)−γS
for t ≥ tthres
0 for 0 ≤ t < tthres
ρ|L(t) =

γL−1
tthres
(
t
tthres
)−γL
for t ≥ tthres
0 for 0 ≤ t < tthres
For the short waiting times, we will simply consider a uniform probability density distri-
bution fU on [0, tthres]. The continuous-state Markovian process (denoted by MK) is then
defined by the following conditional probability density function:
fTk+1(tk+1|Tk = tk) =
{
pS|L fU(tk+1) + pL|L ρ|L(tk+1) if tk ≥ tthres
pS|S fU(tk+1) + pL|S ρ|S(tk+1) if 0 ≤ tk < tthres .
(MK)
The model assumes that the threshold value tthres is inherent for each social media. In
other words, all the users interacting on a specific platform are assigned to one common
threshold. A process with n users has therefore 4n + 1 degrees of freedom: one set of
parameters
(
pS, pS|S, γS, γL
)
per user and one threshold variable tthres.
4 Assessing the time-dependent structure
Two improvements are proposed in this paper: the introduction of a threshold parameter
that decomposes the waiting times into short and long types, and the consideration of a
Markov time-dependent structure. We statistically evaluate the improvements by deriving
two simplified models that operate as baselines. The two baseline models each incorporate
one particular improvement.
4.1 Baseline models
Simpler models that do not incorporate time-dependence can be easily derived from the
proposed Markovian process. First, we can drop the memory dependence by imposing pS|S =
pS as well as γS = γL = γ, creating a first baseline model denoted as the Independent
Threshold Model or IT. We now have one unique density function ρ|L = ρ|S = ρ associated
to the long waiting times. The process is specified by the following density function:
fTk+1(tk+1) = pS fU(tk+1) + pL ρ (tk+1) (IT)
and is characterized by 2n+ 1 degrees of freedom.
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Furthermore, the inter-event times can also be fitted to one unique power-law density
function without considering any threshold. In this case, we do not distinguish the short
and the long waiting times. This can be easily achieved by the condition pS = 0. The
corresponding Independent Power-law Model or IP is given by
fTk+1(tk+1) = ρ (tk+1) (IP)
and associates different power-law exponents γ to each user, giving n degrees of freedom.
Note that we use the power-law defined on 1 to ∞ . It is important to set a non-zero lower
bound to have a proper probability distribution. The choice is appropriate since the recorded
waiting times are bounded by the 1-second precision constraint of the timestamps.
The three models – IP, IT and MK – are nested models, in the sense that IP is a subset
of IT, which in turn is a subset of MK.
4.2 Global assessment
The likelihood-ratio test statistics is appropriate to compare two models that are particular
cases of one another [19]. The test takes into account the difference in complexity of the
models and penalizes the more complex one.
We first compare the statistical significance whether the IT model should be preferred
instead of the IP model on the whole population. Parameters are computed for each model
by maximizing the likelihoods over the n users. The LRTS is then performed by computing:
Dcut = 2 (logLIT − logLIP ). (1)
We assess the distribution of this difference under the null hypothesis which specifies that
the simpler model (IP) is the true model. The difference Dcut is always positive since the IP
model is a particular case of the IT model.
The variable Dcut is supposed to follow a χ-squared distribution with freedom equal to
the number of extra parameters in the more refined model [19]. In this case, this makes n+1
degrees of freedom.
Similarly, we assess the significance of introducing a 1-step memory dependence by defin-
ing a second variable Dmem. This variable compares the Markovian model (MK) to the
threshold model without any time dependence (IT):
Dmem = 2 (logLMK − logLIT ). (2)
Following the same reasoning, the variable Dmem should follow a χ-squared distribution with
2n degrees of freedom under the hypothesis that the IT model is the true one. We further
define the critical value Ddfα related to a χ-squared distribution with degree df . Differences
greater than this threshold (D > Ddfα ) reject the null hypothesis (i.e., that the simpler model
is true) with an α-significance level. Table (1) displays the differences compared to critical
values with level α = 0.05. Clearly, we observe for both datasets that Dmem  D2n0.05,
associated to significant p-values. This confirms our intuition that the Markovian model
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Dcut D
n+1
0.05 p-value Dmem D
2n
0.05 p-value # pairs
Twitter 4 022 903 4 959 < .001 244 643 9 822 < .001 N = 4 802 287
Reddit 5 743 821 3 201 < .001 106 918 6 325 < .001 N = 4 172 504
IT over IP improvement MK over IT improvement
Table 1: Significant improvements by introducing a threshold and by considering a 1-step
memory process. The number of pairs specifies the amount of consecutive waiting times on
which the likelihoods are computed for both databases
should be preferred to the Independent Threshold model. In turn, we have Dcut  Dn+10.05
which suggests that the IT model should be preferred to the classical power-law distribution.
We remind that these conclusions take into account the difference of complexity of the
compared model.
4.3 Performance per user
The analysis can be taken further by performing similar statistical tests at the user level.
We now consider individual users and decide separately for each of them if the increase of
model complexity is significantly improving the modeling of the observed waiting times.
0 0.025 0.05 0.075 > 0.1
p-value
0
600
1200
1800
2400
3000
71,8% 28,2%
(a) Twitter
0 0.025 0.05 0.075 > 0.1
p-value
0
300
600
900
1200
1500
61,3% 38,7%
(b) Reddit
Figure 5: Distribution of user p-values for the MK-IT comparison. Significant p-values favor
the Markovian Model compared to the Independent Threshold Model
We observe that the independent threshold model is significantly better at a level α = 0.05
for every user than the classical approach. A similar conclusion does not hold for every user
when the Markovian model is compared to the independent threshold approach. Figure 4.3
shows the distribution of the users’ p-values that compares the Markovian Model to the IT
model. For a majority (60% − 70%, we can indeed reject the IT model. No conclusion can
be taken for the remaining users with p-values above 0.05.
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5 The power-law exponents
The Markovian model handles differently the long waiting times that directly follow short
ones – called the transition waiting times – from those following long ones – denoted the
stand-by waiting times. Both distribution are characterized by a power-law density with
one identical lower bound tthres but with different factors γS (transition exponent) and γL
(stand-by exponent).
A strong motivation that brings us to use distinct power-law parameters comes from the
link between activity4 and power-law exponent.
When gamma increases, the expected waiting time decreases. In turn, the expected
number of events in a fixed time frame increases. There is therefore a monotonous relation
between the frequency of user events and the associated power-law factors.
Choosing two different power-law factors translates dependence between the frequency
of events and the current user state Xi.
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
power-law exponent
C
D
F
(a) Twitter
1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
power-law exponent
C
D
F
(b) Reddit
Figure 6: Empirical distribution functions of power-law factors γS and γL. The Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test rejects the equality of distributions with a p-value < 0.01. The graph displays
the median values of both distributions
We show at Figure 5 that the distribution of γS among the population is indeed different
from the distribution of γL. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test brings us to the conclusion that we
can reject the equality of distribution for both datasets with a p-value < 0.01. The transition
exponents, associated to an intensive state (Xi = S), appear clearly higher than the stand-by
exponents. This is consistent with our intuition of the concepts of transition and stand-by of
the MK model and with the statement that higher exponents are associated to higher activity.
Finally, by considering the two universality classes introduced by Baraba´si [13] (i.e.,γ ' 1
and γ ' 3/2), we observe that Twitter and Reddit exponents are closer to the second class
value (γ = 3/2).
4The frequency at which users generate events
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6 Conclusions
The goal of the paper is to propose an inspiring alternative for the standard model of human
communication. The intuition of this modification is to allow dependence between subse-
quent waiting times. As a result, this allows stronger burstiness to be explained than what
is captured by just declaring the waiting times to follow a power-law distribution. We jus-
tify this new model by using Twitter tweets and Reddit comments and we see convincing
statistical evidence that this is the correct direction to go in order to improve the modeling
of communication patterns. In particular, the new model fits significantly better even for
a major proportion of singular users. Even more, for an aggregated comparison, the new
model has a convincingly better fit.
This work gives importance to the simplicity of the model. We suggest that follow-up
research activity investigates Markov chains with multiple states, or even Markov-2 processes
where dependence extends to 2 steps in the past. Another possibility to incorporate inter-
dependence would be to tailor self-exciting processes to the current situation. A primary
candidate is the renowned Hawkes-process [20] used in financial mathematics.
It is important to point out that we do not claim that this is the one and only model for
such communication processes. The aim was to build a mathematically sound model with
a clean and simple dependence structure. We do this in order to direct attention to this
dependence property that has to be exploited if we want a mature model describing human
communication patterns.
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